
Somewhere in the world, at any given moment,
an SMB’s Online Presence is being created,

edited or upgraded via the WebsPlanet platform



Redefining Online Presence for your SMBs



We create differentiation in the marketplace, by enabling our customers to quickly, easily & cost-effectively offer each SMB full 
Online Presence (Website, Mobile site and Facebook site), facilitated via a single content source, on a single technology platform. 

WebsPlanet provides industry-leading, white-label Online Presence solutions for Directories, Hosting and Domain Registrars, 
Telcos and enterprises with mass customer bases of SMBs. Our DIY (Do-It-Yourself), DIFM (Do-It-For-Me) and ASC (Automatic 
Site Creation) solutions are powered by the WebsPlanet Eclipse platform that lets customers enter and conquer the Online 
Presence market with true-value differentiation: Websites, Mobile sites and Facebook sites - all created and controlled via a 
single content source.

SMBs worldwide are moving their media and advertising budgets online – become their primary online solutions provider – 
overnight. The Eclipse platform enables our customers to quickly and easily tap into the huge market that SMB online activity 
has become, with a customizable business model that it supports.

    Partner with us to create, enhance and maintain  
    the foundations of your digital offering to SMBS – 
and then leverage, leverage, leverage.      

THE COMPANY

      Get your SMBs online quickly and easily,
           to generate new revenue streams, increase

customer loyalty, reduce churn & empower your brand.

Differentiate your offering, control costs, gain & maintain competitive advantage! 



Fulfillment - Optimized
Customizable Templates

Landing Pages

DO IT FOR ME
Mass Produced Websites
Online Presence Package

Game Changing Pitch

AUTOMATIC SITE CREATION
Independent Site Builder
Friendly Wizard Screens

Endless Templates

DO IT YOURSELF



ONE CONTENT SOURCE
A single content source for all Online Presence presentations is an optimal solution designed for SMBs.
We’ve been in the website builder industry for just under a decade now, and we’ve learned a great deal about our customers 
and about their SMB end-users. This has guided us in rolling out our technology and our business model.
Our customers are getting their SMBs online quickly and easily, offering them a wealth of integrated services to help them 
thrive there. 

FOR YOUR SMBs
A single content source for all Online Presence presentations -
Website, Mobile site and Facebook site is an optimal solution 
designed for SMBs.

Websites

Facebook 
Sites

Mobile 
Sites



ECLIPSE
Eclipse broadens your prospects by making it easy for you to ACQUIRE SMBs IN ANY STAGE OF THEIR ONLINE LIFECYCLE:

SMBs that have not yet entered the online arena but would like to with a simple DIY

SMBs that succeeded with DIY and are now ready to grow with the DIFM

SMBs that have tried DIY but did not “get closure”

SMBs that are thrilled by the prospect of a bundle that includes everything they need under one roof – the 
domain, the hosting, the site, the Mobile site, social media, SEO, the email campaign tools, online ads, etc.

Huge untapped databases of businesses that would be surprised to find a preview of their own 
branded Website and Mobile site just sitting in their inbox waiting to be activated



Employ our Automatic Site Creation 
solution to rapidly create and present 
mass quantities of SMBs with ready-to-
activate, user-friendly, branded Web-
sites & Mobile sites that close the sale.

Our platform enables you to bundle our services 
with any other service or product, seamlessly and 
cost-effectively so you can create and recreate 
the perfect packages for your market.

The WebsPlanet Long-term Advantage

Over the years, we’ve accumulated 
a great deal of know-how. Our best 
practices will make implementation 
efficient and help you with your 
rapid roll-out.

.



Our platform implementation is 
supported by our in-house experts. 
It seamlessly integrates with our 
customers’ back-end systems, any 
hosting panel, offers APIs for data 
transfer, can be hosted anywhere, 
on cloud or as SaaS and is quick 
and easy to learn and operate.

White-label means you own the solutions 
you offer. Bundling them with any other 
solution under your brand, means you are 
a primary Online Presence provider and 
your customers will know to turn to you.

Offer SMBs a continuously growing 
diversity of solutions to support them 
throughout their digital lifecycle with 
seamless migration and upgrade, nurture 
their loyalty by always having a plan.

Offer your SMBs a single content 
source for all their Online 
Presence opportunities: Websites, 
Mobile sites and Facebook sites.

We have customers all over the 
world, our sites come in any and 
multiple languages. This means 
you and your customers can go 
as global or as local as needed. 



Our cutting-edge DIY solution lets SMBs enter the online arena by creating their own website 
& clicking a button to see that website transformed into a Mobile and Facebook version. Our 
advanced DIY ensures that site completion and go-live rates are the highest in the industry!

This website builder is customer branded to add a competitive edge and empower your own brand. 
Coupled with its customizability, it will be completely YOURS. 

Our DIY features a built-in SEO mechanism, multilingual site creation and centralized 
management that were designed with your SMBs in mind. It gives end-users access to analytics 
tools that track and drive conversions. 

WebsPlanet drag-and-drop DIY is cutting-edge yet incredibly simple to comprehend. It uses a What-
You-See-Is-What-You-Get GUI so that self-service end-users can follow their progress and preview 
their results prior to going live.

WHITE LABEL

EFFECTIVE

UP TO SPEED

WYSIWYG

FAST & FRIENDLY

DIY is constantly being developed to reflect the latest needs the market is voicing - sometimes we know 
even before that. It offers all the latest Social Media sharing & following buttons, a great selection of the 
latest widgets, and basic-to-complex modules that can be created to meet our customer requirements.

All our solutions are unmatched in their flexibility and customization capabilities. From templates, 
through upgrade and bundling – Eclipse can make it happen. 

DIY: DO IT YOURSELF

FLEXIBLE



Offer your SMBs the option of manual or Automatic Site Creation, management and update

Offer your SMBs professionally designed and created Websites, Mobile sites & Facebook sites that grow with their business

Offer a higher level of functionality like FAQ modules, E-commerce, Forums, Blogs, Events, Articles, News and – let 
us know what kinds of modules you think your customers will appreciate

Lots of cool widgets for Follow us, Share us, Find us with maps, the weather around here, and – like we said we’re 
open to suggestions

A whole new level of richness, flexibility, scalability and centralized control capabilities

Online Presence means DIY and DIFM go hand-in-hand
Most of our DIY customers also opt for the DIFM (Do-It-For-Me) option, powered by our Eclipse platform because many SMBs 
are simply not resourced to create their own site and would love some help with the system.
Others start out with the simple DIY and then move on to the DIFM once their Online Presence has helped them grow.
In other words, if you’d like to take our Platform’s capabilities a step further, opt for the DIFM so that you can: 

DIFM: DO IT FOR ME

     And remember: The more solutions, the merrier your SMBs will be in THE LONG TERM



ASC: AUTOMATIC SITE CREATION
It’s the result of our unmatched industry understanding that we will share with you
It saves time, saves hassle and saves money and it makes life dramatically easier for everyone involved. 
With ASC, the Eclipse taps into databases to create unlimited numbers of Websites and Mobile sites at a time. 
ASC will lead your untapped SMBs to the DIY that is designed to highlight the vast possibilities that are open to the user,
like premium features, marketing and sales campaigns, DIFM.
              
ASC is an industry-transforming solution and the manifestation of our innovative approach to meeting SMBs’ online needs. 
The outcome is what SMBs are today recognizing as what they need and what we call Online Presence. 
ASC will change the game:

It’s extremely fast It’s fully integrated It speaks with 
your database

It offers a unique 
sales approach

It’s constantly being 
nurtured to meet 

market needs

ASC is the salesperson’s dream, the fulfilment professional’s fantasy, and the operations manager’s objective.



With more than       of the world’s small-to-medium businesses still not online, ASC is THE INDUSTRY’S FLAGSHIP SOLUTION.
ASC takes everything we have learned throughout the years in the SMB Online Presence industry and rolls it into one great solution:
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Automatically mass create Websites and Mobile Sites for your databases of SMBs

Send them a preview of the ready-made, branded products

Ask them to activate

Guide them through a very short process of tweaking



Online has become synonymous with mobile accessibility. Offer your SMBs a single content source for Online 
Presence including Web, Mobile and Facebook.

Our Eclipse platform enables you to offer SMBs the ultimate solution that will save them time and make them 
money – a Mobile site that is created and managed automatically to reflect predetermined content sections of 
their website. They look fantastic and get the job done. 
The Eclipse offers you a range of solutions that make it easy for you to deliver a Mobile Presence solution and 
easy for your SMBs to create, maintain and benefit from this service.

MOBILE PRESENCE

FACEBOOK PRESENCE
Facebook pages have emerged as a key component in the 
SMB’s Online Presence toolbox.

Eclipse lets you offer your business customers a quick and effective 
way of featuring live, clickable website content on their Facebook 
page. This enhances your Online Presence offering with true added 
value and saves them a great deal of time and money. 
Working with WebsPlanet means you can offer your customers an 
optimized online business package that includes all the basics and 
more - your customers will look no further.



The web is alive and kicking and we all have to stay on our toes. That’s why we are constantly working to enhance 
our offering and stay one step ahead.  We’ve introduced innovation into our technology and a business model 
that will make it unnecessary for you to turn elsewhere:

One business partner you can rely on

We are the industry’s technology partner, and we will put our experience to work for you!
If you’d like to talk about what our offering can do for your business, give us an online visit or a call. 

Completely
customizable

templates 

Extreme flexibility 
in rolling out your 

services

Seamless 
upgrade from DIY 

to DIFM

Full integration 
with a continually 
growing range of 
third-party apps

One platform 
for full Online 

Presence

help you plan

help you go-to-market

help you leverage, leverage, leverage

help you implement

help you stay competitive
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